DIRECTIONS : A gallon of sour milk can be used to clean silver. Put blackened
or tarnished knives, forks, and spoons into a large container. Cover them
completely with the sour milk. After eight to ten hours remove the silver
tableware and rinse it in cold water. Rinse it again in hot water. Carefully wipe
each piece dry with a soft cloth or dishtowel . The tableware should sparkle .

1 . These directions show you how to(A) use knives and forks
(C) clean silver tableware

(B) turn milk sour
(D) dry knives and forks

2. Completely cover the knives, forks, and spoons with(A) hot water

(B) cold water

(C) sour milk

(D) a dishtowel

3 . After eight to ten hours(A) add soap powder

(C) remove the tableware

(B) heat the milk
(D) turn the tableware

4. After rinsing first in cold and then hot water,
(B) place on ice
(A) pour on more sour milk
(D) allow to drain
(C) dry with soft material

DIRECTIONS : For a tailored, businesslike look in .curtains, buy or make
straight, lined panels to hang over window blinds . Measure the length of the
panels from the exact top of the window to the sill, so no material will hang
over. The curtains must be wide enough so they can be folded back and pinned
to look like openings in a tent. The material for the curtains should'fit in with
the room . The coloring should more or less match the wall covering . Such
curtains are sometimes called campaign curtains .

1 . These directions show you how to(A) make window blinds
(B) sew wall coverings
(C) line a tent
(D) make tailored curtains
2. The curtains are folded back and
(A) cut
(C) painted

(B) washed
(D) pinned

3. The wall covering should blend with or match the
(A) plants
(B) sidewalk
(C) shingles
(D) curtains
4. When folded back to look like openings in a tent, these hangings are
sometimes called(A) campaign curtains
(B) balloon drapes
(C) cafe curtains
(D) swags

DIRECTIONS: Cut a banana in half lengthwise and place the two slices on a
dish. Then place three scoops of ice cream on top of the banana slices . Each
scoop should be a different flavor . On each scoop place a different kind of
syrup-butterscotch, strawberry, chocolate, or fudge . On top of all three scoops
place a generous helping of whipped cream. Then sprinkle crushed nuts over
the whipped cream . Place a cherry on each of the three scoops . Pour cherry
juice on the whipped cream . Serve a dish to each of your friends . Delicious!

1 . From this article you learn how to(A) work at a soda fountain

(B) make friends

(C) make a banana bread

(D) make a banana split

2 . After you have scooped out three different flavors of ice cream,(A) put whipped cream on the
ice cream
(C) put them on the banana
3 . Before you put on the crushed nuts,-

(B) place a different syrup on each
one
(D) slice a banana

(A) add whipped cream

(B) put on the ice cream

(C) add cherry juice

(D) slice the banana

4 . Before you put the cherries on,(A) add whipped cream

(B) sprinkle with nuts

(C) put on the ice cream

(D) add chocolate syrup

DIRECTIONS : Gather the reins in
your left hand. Put your left hand on
the horse's neck . Then take your
right foot out of the stirrup . Swing
your right leg upward and backward
over the horse's back without

touching it. Put your right hand on
the rear of the saddle and your right
forearm on the saddle seat. Lean on
the right forearm until you release
your left foot from the stirrup . Be
sure it is free and clear. Now drop to
the ground .

1 . These directions show you how to(A) make a horse jump
(C) dismount from a horse

2. Don't drop to the ground until-

(B) get on a horse
(D) stop a horse

(A) your left foot is free

(B) you are told

(C) the horse says, "Go ahead"

(D) you are one foot above it

3 . Your right leg should
(A) touch the horse's back

(B) touch the horse's tail

(C) not touch the horse's back

(D) swing forward

4 . Until your left foot is out of the stirrup,(A) lean on the horse's head

(B) lean on the horse's neck

(C) lean on your right forearm

(D) lean on the left forearm

DIRECTIONS : There is a correct
way to lift things from the floor .

First, bend your knees and squat
down. Keep your back straight . Don't
bend over from the waist as you
attempt to pick up a heavy object .

This puts the whole strain on your
lower-back muscles . Try to get as
close to the object as you can . To do
this you may have to spread your
knees or lower one knee . Keep the
object close to your body. Use your
leg muscles to rise.

l . These directions show you how to
(A) lift things from the floor
(C) push things around

2. It is important to
(A) use your arm muscles
(C) use your shoulder muscles
3 . Remember to keep(A) your back straight
(C) far from the object
4 . You may have to
(A) bend from your waist
(C) bend backwards

(B) take things down from a shelf
(D) strengthen your muscles
(B) strain your back muscles
(D) keep close to the object
(B) your legs straight
(D) your back bent
(B) bend from your shoulders
(D) lower one knee

DIRECTIONS : As you spring up, try
to get your hips higher than your
head . Wait until you reach your
highest point before you start the

jackknife . Keep your legs straight
with toes pointing down to the water.
Bend at the hips . Reach down with
outstretched arms to touch your

pointed toes . Hold this jackknife
position a short while . Then throw
your legs back. This will allow you
to enter the water with your body
straight .

1 . These directions show you how to(A) touch your toes
(C) carve with a jackknife
2. Remember to
(A) keep your legs bent
(C) bend your arms
3 . To straighten out, throw your(A) legs forward
(C) arms forward
4. You start the jackknife(A) right away
(C) just before you enter
the water

(B) do one kind of dive
(D) swim
(B) bend at the knees
(D) keep your legs straight
(B) legs backward
(D) arms backward
(B) as you come down
(D) just as you reach your
highest point

DIRECTIONS : If you are having
trouble with a clogged drain, you
may be able to save money by
following these directions . Before
calling a plumber or buying an
expensive drain cleaner, take some
baking soda and vinegar from your
kitchen supplies . Put a handful of
baking soda down the clogged drain.
Add one-half cup of vinegar. Cover
the drain tightly for about a minute .
You may be pleased to find out that
the drain works again.

1 . These directions teach you a simple way to fix a(A) leaky pipe

(B) running faucet

(C) clogged drain

(D) broken sink

2. The supplies you need are(A) soda and flavoring

(B) vinegar and baking soda

(C) oil and vinegar

(D) baking powder and salt

3 . The vinegar is poured down the drain after the(A) salt

(B) water

(C) drain cleaner

(D) baking soda

4. Cover the drain tightly for(A) an hour
(C) one second

(B) five minutes
`(ID) a minute

DIRECTIONS : If you should get
lost, build signal fires . First, choose
the most open spot that you can find.
Get away from tall trees, as they
break up or hide smoke columns .
Build three fires, about ten feet apart,
if you have enough fuel. Smoke from
one fire isn't unusual enough to
attract attention! Once you are sure
that the fire is going well, pile on
rotten wood, green grass, leaves, or
limbs. Then you will have a dark,
dense smoke that can be seen from a
great distance .

1 . The purpose of the directions is to teach you to(A) keep warm
(C) build signal fires

(B) make a cooking fire
(D) put out fires

2 . You should build the fires(A) in the woods

(B) close to home

(C) in a clearing

(D) to trick people

3. To get a lot of smoke, use(A) coal

(B) green grass

(C) oil

(D) oak

4. Remember to build(A) just one fire
(C) fires four feet apart

(B) three fires
(D) fires about twenty-five feet
apart

DIRECTIONS : Keep your body perfectly flat and well extended . Keep your
feet and toes pointed downward. Your feet should be limp, your legs straight,

and your knees relaxed . Don't bend your knees very much. Make the power
come from your hips . Kick one leg and then the other, with little or no
splashing. Only the heel or the back half of your foot should break water . Your
kick should not be fast, just easy and steady.

1 . These directions teach you how to(A) move your arms
(C) dive
2. Remember to(A) splash
(C) bend at the waist
3 . The power comes from your(A) arms
(C) hips
4. Your feet and toes should(A) be tense
(C) point in and up

(B) rescue others
(D) kick
(B4 stay perfectly flat
(D) kick very fast

(B) feet
(D) knees
(B) point downward
(D) not move

DIRP-CTIONS : Stand on the mat
with your legs a full step apart and
your arms horizontal and out to the
sides . Start your cartwheel by
shifting your weight sideward to
your left foot, and lift your right foot
off the ground. Bend sideways from
the waist. As you put your left hand
on the mat, raise your right leg in a
sideward and upward swing. Don't
bend your knees or elbows . For a
split second you will be upside down
with your legs wide apart. Continue
your sideward motion. Land on your
right foot in position to do another
cartwheel.

l . This article was written to show you how to do a(B) cartwheel
(A) backward roll
(D)0 forward roll
(C) sit-up
2. When you put your left hand on the mat,(B) lower your right hand
(A) bend your knees
(D) raise your right leg
(C) raise your left leg
3. Your legs should be(A) bent
(C) straight
4. Remember to bend(A) your arms
(C) sideways

(B) kept together
(D) on the mat always
(B) your knees
(R) forward

I)IRECTIONS : Stand in the center of the canoe. Make sure it's steady. Keep
your back bent and your weight low. Grasp both sides of the canoe with your
hands. Keep your weight on both hands and jump or vault sideways . Separate
your legs just as they enter the water. Close your legs quickly so that you won't
go completely under. As you enter the water, keep one hand on the near side of
the canoe so that it won't float away.

1 . The directions explain how to(A) enter a boat
(C) swim

(B) paddle a canoe
(D) vault from a canoe

2. At first, your hands should be(A) on your hips
(C) straight up

(B) on the sides
(D) wet

3. You won't go completely under if you
(B) straighten up
(A) are very light
(D) jump upward
(C) close your legs
4-You must remember to(A) let go of the canoe
(C) keep your weight low

(B) swim for your life
(D) yell for help

DIRECTIONS : Position yourself
near the center of the canoe but more
toward the stern, or back. Rest back
on your heels with your -knees and
legs on the bottom. If the wind is
strong, move more toward the bow.
Hold your upper hand over the grip
of the paddle . Wrap your lower hand
around the shaft of the paddle, about
three or four inches above the blade .
Keep your lower arm straight . Start
your stroke with your upper hand in
front of your shoulder. Extend your
lower arm to its full length . Then
stroke . Each time the paddle comes
out of the water, keep its blade
parallel to the water. Then stroke
again. This is called "feathering" and
is part of learning to paddle a canoe .

1 . This article was written to show you how to(A) handle a boat
(B) rescue swimmers
(C) paddle a canoe
(D) move against the current
2. After you position yourself behind the center of the canoe,(A) lean forward
(B) rest back on your heels
(C) sit on the seat
(D) begin to paddle
3 . If the head wind is strong,(A) move forward
(C) move to the rear

(B) crouch lower
(D) turn sideways

4 . Your lower hand should be above the(A) blade
(B) shaft
(C) grip
(D) shoulder

DIRECTIONS : When you carry an
ax, hold it near the head . Keep it
horizontal, with the blade toward the
ground. Before you begin to chop, be
sure the ax head is on tight . Also
check to see that there is nothing to
interfere with your swing . The handle
must be gripped firmly . Don't use
your feet and hands to steady the
object you intend to split . Don't
swing too hard. Most important of
all, chop away from yourself, never
toward your body.

1 . The article was written to teach you how to(A) work around the house
(C) be a lumberjack

(B) chop firewood
(D) handle an ax with care

2 . When being carried, the ax should be held
(A) with the blade toward your leg (B) above the blade
(C) straight up and down

(D) near its head

3. Remember to(A). take a savage swing

(B) check the head only once

(C) grip the ax loosely

(D) grip the ax firmly

4. Never chop(A) down a tree
(C) away from yourself

(B) wood
(D) toward yourself

DIRECTIONS :

Have someone
watch you . Take a deep breath . Now
you are ready to try a headfirst
surface dive . Bend from the hips,
head first . Make sure that the upper
part of your body is well underwater.
Then throw your legs back and
straight/ up into the air. This will help
propel your body downward. Arch
your back. Take one powerful stroke
with both arms, and bring your arms
along your sides to prevent drag .

Don't begin kicking until your feet
are completely under water .

1 . The directions show you how to make a(A) swan dive
(B) surface dive
(C) running dive
(D) back dive
2. Remember to
(A) throw your legs downward
(C) bend from the knee

(B) bend from the hips
(D) enter feet first

3 . After you make a stroke, keep your arms(A) out of the water
(B) straight ahead
(C) by your sides
(D) sticking out sideways
4 . You must(A) be by yourself
(C) enter headfirst

(B) take half a breath
(D) keep your back perfectly
straight

DIRECTIONS : Fill the cracks with
putty. Then smooth them with fine
sandpaper . Unscrew the doorknob
and other hardware . First, apply paint
to the panel with horizontal strokes .
Then finish with light vertical
strokes . Begin with the molded edges
on the center panel (1) . Then paint
that panel . Next, paint panels (2) and
(3) in the same way. Paint hinge edge
(4) from the top down . Paint

crossboards (5), (6),,, and (7) . Paint
vertical boards (8) and (9) last.

1 . These directions tell you how to(A) paint a door

(B) prepare a door for painting

(C) paint more neatly

(D) paint panels on walls

2. Before you use sandpaper,(A) fill the cracks with putty

(B) remove the hardware

(C) take off the doorknob

(D) paint with horizontal strokes

3 . Paint the hinge edge before you paint the(B) hinges
(A) center panel
(C) crossboards

(D) walls

4 . Before you paint the molded edges on the center panel,(A) fill the cracks with putty
(C) remove the hardware

(B) paint the crossboards
(D) paint the center panel

DIRECTIONS : Tell the class that you are about to perform an unusual
experiment . Get two thermometers . Cover one with

a

white cloth. Then cover

the other with a black cloth . Set both thermometers in the sun . Ask the class
which cloth will do a better job of reflecting the heat rays . Let the class vote. In
thirty minutes remove the cloth from each thermometer. The thermometers will
give you the answer.

1 . This experiment shows how(A) to select a thermometer
(C) to purchase a thermometer

(B) to use a thermometer
(D) different colors reflect heat

2 . After you cover the two thermometers,(A) get the class to vote

(B) set them in the sun

(C) tell the class about

(D) soak the cloths in water

the experiment
3 . This article shows you how to-

a thermometer

(A) teach proper heating

(B) read

(C) conduct group experiments

(D) demonstrate which color
absorbs heat more readily

4 . After you remove the cloths,(A) ask the class to vote

(C) leave the thermometers in
the sun for half an hour

(B) look at the thermometers
(D) tell the class about the
experiment

DIRECTIONS : Lie on the floor, face down. Keep your legs together. Put your
hands on the floor beside your shoulders . Point your fingers straight ahead.
Now straighten your arms to push your body off the floor. Your weight should
be on your hands and toes. Don't let your stomach sag. Don't arch your back.
Keep your body straight . Lower your body until your chest barely touches the
floor . Push yourself right up again without any delay . Keep repeating the
exercise .

1 . These directions show you how to do(B) toe touches
(A) sit-ups
(C) push-ups
2. It's important to(A) lift your knees
(C) curl up
3. When you lower yourself,(A) push up again
(C) rest for a spell

(D) knee bends
(B) turn your head
(D) keep your body straight
(B) touch with your whole body
(D) touch with your knees

4. Your weight should be carried by your(B) hands and toes
(A) arms
(C) shoulders

(D) legs

DIRECTIONS : Put out the fire by sprinkling it with water. Splash it on with
your hand. Do not pour it on. A solid stream of water sometimes leaves part of
a fire untouched . Stir the wet embers with a stick . Then sprinkle again,
thoroughly. Before you leave the scene, check again by putting your hand right
on the ashes. After the wet ashes have cooled off, bury them. If no water is
available, use plain sand or soil to put out the fire.

1 . The purpose of this article is to show you how to(A) start a fire
(C) prevent prairie fires

(B) put out a fire
(D) avoid burns

2. If water is not available, you should smother the fire with(A) dirt
(B) leaves
(C) branches

(D) a blanket

3. Do not pour a steady stream of water on the fire because this(A) may leave some hot ashes

(B) creates too much steam

untouched
(C) makes the flames grow

(D) creates sparks

4. After you first sprinkle water on the fire,(A) touch it
(C) sprinkle it again

(B) bury it with soil
(D) stir the wet ashes

DIRECTIONS : You must be skating
fast to use the so-called "hockey

stop ." Start gliding with your feet
together . Don't move your shoulders .
Now make a sudden turn of your
body, from below your shoulders .
Your feet, legs, and hips must quickly

turn at an angle away from the
direction in which you've been
traveling . Keep both feet flat on the
ice and parallel . Use both as brakes .
Your arms must be extended . Lean
away from the stop as you slow
down. Straighten up when you come
to a full stop .

1 . These directions tell you how to
(A) make a snowplow stop
(C) make a hockey stop
2. Your feet should(A) not scrape the ice
(C) be used as brakes
3 . As you slow down,(A) stand straight
(C) lean forward
4. Your arms must(A) be by your sides
(C) act as brakes

(B) get a fast start
(D) skate backward
(B) be facing in different directions
(D) not be used as brakes
(B) take a bow
(D) lean away from the stop
(B) be folded
(D) be extended

DIRECTIONS : First, magnetize a
needle . Do this by stroking the
length of .the needle with a bar
magnet. Stroke from the eye to the
point of the needle. Next, shove the
needle through a cork. Then place
the cork in a glass of water. Allow
the cork to float freely in the water .
(Make certain that no other magnet
or object made of iron is near .
Otherwise, the needle will be pulled
in that direction .) Now the end of the
needle containing the eye should be
pointing north.

1 . From this story, you learn how to(A) avoid getting lost
(C) magnetize water

(B) make a compass
(D) read a compass

2. Stroke the needle(A) with a magnet
(C) toward the center

(B) through the cork
(D) toward the eye

3 . If a magnet or an iron object is nearby,(B) the needle will float
(A) the cork will sink
(D) the compass will not be
(C) the needle will point
straight up
accurate
4. The eye of the needle should point' (A) home
(B) north
(C) up
(D) down

DIRECTIONS : Look up the new word in a dictionary. Read its definition. Next,
try to sound out the word, using .the pronunciation guide in the dictionary.
Usually this is found at the top or bottom of each page . Look back at the
paragraph where you found the new word used . Do you understand the author's
meaning more clearly? Think of a sentence in which the word might be used.
Write the word on a card. Beside the word write the definition . Build a
collection of these cards. Review them frequently.
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l . This article was written to show you how to(B) get better grades
(A) improve your vocabulary
(D) impress your friends
(C) be a better English student
2. After you see a new word, you should first(B) sound it out
(A) write it down
(C) use it

(D) look it up in a dictionary

3 . Before you write down the word on a card,(B) look up the definition
(A) sound it out
(D) review your cards
(C) use it in a sentence
4. After you look up the definition, you should(B) use it in a sentence
(A) review your card
(C) sound out the word

(D) write it down

DIRECTIONS : If the victim's skin is flushed, hot, and dry ; if the pulse is rapid
and the temperature is 100° or more; if there has been lengthy exposure to the
sun, the person may be suffering with sunstroke. Call the doctor immediately.
Bring the victim indoors . Loosen the clothing. When in a,prone position, cool
the body by sponging with cold water or cold compresses . If conscious, give
sips of cold salt water to drink. Use one-half teaspoon of salt per glass of water.

1 . This article shows you how to provide help for(A) sunburn
(B) a nosebleed
(C) a sunstroke victim
(D) a headache
2. The cold drinking water should have(A) salt in it
(B) sugar in it
(C) lemon juice in it
(D) nothing in it
3 . Before you get help, the skin of the victim will be
(A) tanned
(B) cool
(C) wet
(D) hot and dry
4. The first'thing you should do is(A) make the victim run
(C) fan the victim

(B) cover the victim with blankets
(D) call the doctor

DIRECTIONS : To make a carrot-top
garden, you will need three or four
carrots, a small kitchen knife, a
shallow, flat-bottomed dish about
four inches in diameter, and a handful
of small pebbles . Use the knife to cut
the tops off the carrots, leaving about
an inch of carrot at each top. (Keep
the remaining parts of the carrots to
eat later.) Place the pebbles in the
dish . Then place the carrot tops on
the pebbles, cut-side down . Add a
little water, just to the top of the
pebbles . Place the dish in a sunny
spot. Keep the pebbles moist. In
about a week, the carrot tops will
begin to sprout . Then the sprouts will
grow into lacy green plants .

1 . This article tells you how to(A) peel a carrot

(B) make carrot sticks

(C) slice a carrot

(D) make a carrot-top garden

2. To cut off the tops, use a(A) potato peeler

(B) tablespoon

(C) scissors

(D) kitchen knife

3 . You will place the carrot tops on(A) soil

(B) a knife

(C) some lettuce

(D) pebbles

4. The carrot tops will sprout in about a(A) month

(B) week

(C) year

(D) day

DIRECTIONS : You might enjoy having a guinea pig for a pet. This animal is
easy to care for and has a plfiyful, affectionate nature. You will need these
supplies : a large aquarium (the twenty-gallon size) or a wire-sided cage about
two feet long, pine or cedar chips, guinea pig food, and a water bottle . To care
for your guinea pig, cover the bottom of the guinea pig's "home" with the
wood chips . Keep a dish full of food in one corner. (It's important to use
guinea pig food, not dry cat food or rabbit pellets, as it contains the extra
vitamin C that guinea pigs require .) Hang the water bottle on one side and
keep it filled with fresh water. The wood chips should be replaced about every
four or five days. Have_ fun watching and playing with your guinea pig!

1 . The purpose of this article is to show you
(A) what a guinea pig eats
(B) why a guinea pig is playful
(C) how to play with a guinea pig (D) how to care for a guinea pig
2 . In the bottom of the cage put
(A) an aquarium
(C) pine or cedar chips

(B) food
(D) the water bottle

3 . This animal should eat only(A) guinea pig food
(C) rabbit pellets

(B) dry cat food
(D) hamster food

4. Your pet guinea pig will be fun to(A) replace
(C) watch and play with

(B) hunt for
(D) supply with vitamins

DIRECTIONS : Do you have a hose that leaks? If the leak is small, fix it
yourself. Cover the hole with a heavy coat of black rubber cement . After the
first coat sets, apply a second coat. Then wrap the area with friction tape. If the
leak can't be repaired this way, cut out the bad section . Then insert a metal
splicer into one end . Hammer down the prongs . Do the same with the other end
of the hose. Now you have joined both ends together .

l . The purpose of this article is to show you how to(B) repair a leaky hose
(A) grow a better lawn
(D) become an expert
(C) use a hose
2. After the first coat of cement sets,(A) apply a second coat
(C) use a sprinkler

(B) test the hose
(D) cut off the end

3 . Before you hammer down the prongs,(B) pry them loose
(A) be sure the hose leaks
(D) turn on the water
(C) insert a metal splicer
4. Before you put on friction tape,(A) try glue
(C) listen for escaping air

(B) take the hose to a garage
(D) apply two coats of cement

DIRECTIONS : Write the "magic number" 12345679 . (Omit number 8 .) Tell a
friend to choose any number from 1 to 9. Your friend must tell you the number.

Multiply that number by 9 in your head . Write the result under the magic
number. Let's say, for example, that your friend chooses number 4 . Multiply it
by 9 and put 36 below the 12345679 . Then ask your friend to multiply
12345679 by 36 . The answer will be a surprise . It will consist only of 4's, the
number originally chosen by your friend . No matter what number your friend
chooses, the final answer after multiplying
number.

will

always contain only that

12345679
1 . These directions teach you(A) how to count

(B) a division trick

(C) a multiplication trick

(D) how to add

2. The "magic number" omits(A) number 2

(B) number 5

(C) number 3

(D) number 8

3 . Your friend's number should always be
(A) multiplied by 9
(C) multiplied by 6

(B) multiplied by 5
(D) multiplied by 3

4. The numbers in the answer will all be the same as(A) your friend's number
(B) number 7
(C) number 3

(D) number 10

DIRECTIONS : The swan dive is an
up-and-out, slow, gliding kind of a
dive. Just after you reach the high
point, take a birdlike position. Put
your arms out sideways with the
palms down. Arch your back slightly
and tilt your head back. Stay in this
position for almost the whole dive. A
split second before you enter the
water, bring your arms forward of
your head. Above all, keep your legs
straight, closed, and rigid.

l . The purpose of the directions is to teach you(A) to enter water

(B) how to swim

(C) to swan dive

(D) to be a bird

2. Just before you enter the water, bring your arms(A) forward
(C) backward

(B) sideward
(D) in and out

3 . Your legs must be(A) bent

(B) loose

(C) straight

(D) wide apart

4. Throughout most of the dive, your arms should be(A) out sideways

(B) bent

(C) arched

(D) forward

DIRECTIONS : Move toward the
ground ball, especially if there is
someone on base. As the ball comes
near, stop. Bend low. Get down on
one knee to be sure that the ball
won't go through your legs. Make
sure your glove is touching the
ground. Scoop up the ball in your
glove . Trap it in the glove with your
right hand . In one swift, flowing
motion throw it to the base toward
which the runner is heading . Don't
waste time in getting the ball away.

1 . This article tells you how to(A) throw a ball
(C) catch a ground ball

(B) catch a fly ball
(D) bat

2. Make sure that your glove(A) touches the ground
(C) is big enough

(B) is held high
(D) is well padded

3 . As the ball comes near,(A) stand up straight
(C) look at the batter

(B) stop
(D) keep running

4 . If someone is on base, you should definitely(A) stand still
(B) run backward
(C) move toward the ball
(D) forget about the runner

DIRECTIONS : Here is how to baffle some friends . Ask one of them to
volunteer to write down his or her house number. The friend is not to show the
number to you . The friend will double the house number and add 5. Then the
volunteer will multiply the total by 50 . The friend's own age plus the number of
days in a year (365) are added next. From this total the friend will subtract 615 .
Now the volunteer has the final figure . The two digits on the right give you the
friend's age . The number preceding them is the friend's house number.

v

l . The purpose of this article is to show you how to(A) find your way home
(B) get on television
(C) play the numbers game

(D) find your way in a strange city

2-. This trick will not work if(A) the house number

(B) anyone sees the figures

has only one digit
(C) the volunteer is untruthful

(D) one moves to a new house

3 . Right after the volunteer multiplies by 50,(A) 615 is subtracted
(C) the volunteer's own
age is added

(B) the results are totaled
(D) the number of days in a
year is added

4. Before subtracting 615, the friend's(A) address is subtracted

(B) house number is doubled

(C) telephone number is

(D) age and the days in a year

multiplied

are added

DIRECTIONS : The-first step is to
skin the dead frog. Then -boil the frog
for an hour. It will be soft enough to
scrape away all the muscles and
organs from the skeleton . The
ligaments are necessary to keep the
bones together, so don't remove
them. To remove the grease from the
skeleton, soak it in a strong detergent
solution overnight. Put the bones in
bleach

to

whiten

them .

To

reassemble the skeleton, use light,
thin wire and tiny screws . You may
also need glue .

1 . This article tells you how to(A) find skeletons
(C) prepare a skeleton

(B) prepare a fine meal
(D) become a skeleton

2. To reassemble the skeleton, you will need(A) hammer and nails
(B) wire and screws
(C) an X-ray
(D) detergent
3. To turn the bones white,(A) use bleach
(C) use chalk
4. You boil the animal to(A) make it easier to put together
(C) soften it

(B) put them in the sun
(D) boil them for a long time
(B) remove the skin
(D) whiten the bones

DIRECTIONS : To rise to the surface,
use your arms and swim fins. Make
sure you are looking up so that you
can see the surface . When you get
about six feet below the surface, stop
for a second to see that there is no
boat, dock, or other obstacle right
above you . You can hear well
underwater . Your ears may hear an
oncoming motorboat that your eyes
might not be able to see . If all seems
clear, propel yourself upward until
you break through the surface .

1 . These directions show you how to(A) enter the water

(B) dive

(C) rise to the surface

(D) spear fish

2. Remember(A) to listen and look

(B) to look only

(C) that sound travels poorly

(D) that there is

through water
3 . You should stop about(A) two feet below the surface
(C) eight feet below the surface

nothing to worry about
(B) ten feet below the surface
(D) six feet below the surface

4. Remember to use
(A) your arms and fins

(B) just your arms

(C) a rope

(D) just your fins

DIRECTIONS : Brush and comb
your hair to remove dust and tangles .
Then wet it with warm water. Next,
lather the hair with shampoo . Now,
using your fingertips, rub the lather
into your hair and scalp . After you
have thoroughly massaged your
scalp, rinse it . Put on more lather.
Massage your scalp again . Rinse
thoroughly with hot water. If your
hair squeaks when you pull it, you
know it is clean.

1 . The purpose of this article is to teach you how to(A) clean your scalp
(C) wash your hair
2. Right after you lather your hair,(A) brush and comb it
(C) see if it squeaks

(B) rinse your hair
(D) prevent dandruff
(B) rinse it
(D) massage your scalp

3 . Before you massage the second time,(B) brush and comb your hair
(A) pull your hair
(C) rinse your hair

(D) lather your hair

4. Before your hair can squeak, it must be(A) clean

(B) wet

(C) lathered

(D) massaged

DIRECTIONS : Have a supply of wood and tinder on hand before you begin
your campfire . Use three sticks, each about a foot long, to form a triangle. Place
a large handful of tinder, such as wood shavings, bark, or dry weed tops inside
the triangle . Light the tinder. Add more tinder . Then keep on adding larger
pieces of fast-burning wood for kindling, such as willow, pine, or spruce. Add
one piece at a time. Don't make the fire larger than is necessary . When it is the
right size, add slower-burning fuel, such as oak, hickory, or ash wood.

l . These directions show you how to(A) put out a fire

(B) cook over afire

(C) protect the outdoors

(D) make a campfire

2. Hickory, ash, and oak(A) are never used
(C) burn quickly
3. The fire is formed in the shape of a-

(B) are added first
(D) burn slowly

(A) triangle

(B) circle

(C) square

(D) crescent

4. You first light the(A) kindling

(B) triangle

(C) tinder

(D) oak, hickory, or ash

I

DIRECTIONS : At first your skin
will tingle and become red. Then it
will turn pale gray or grayish yellow.
You won't feel anything . Don't rub
or use heating pads or snow on the
frozen area. Don't expose it to a hot
radiator, fire, or stove . Get indoors
immediately . Warm the frozen area
of skin as soon as you can by placing
it in warm water, not above 100°
Fahrenheit . Dry it off right away.
Then cover the area with warm
towels . Take a warm drink of tea,
coffee, or beef broth.

l . These directions tell how to(A) stay cool
(C) treat frostbite

(B) enjoy the out-of-doors
(D) fight the cold

2. Remember to(A) rub the area
(C) put snow on the area

(B) stay outdoors
(D) come indoors

3 . The water used on the frozen skin should be(A) warm
(B) cool
(C) extremely cold
(D) extremely hot
4. Remember to
(A) use no liquids
(C) take a warm drink

(B) sit close to the fire
(D) use heating pads

DIRECTIONS : Have your dog face
you . Hold the leash in your right
hand as you push down the dog's
hindquarters with your left hand and
say, "Sit ." Always use the same
command . Press down until the dog
takes the proper sitting position . If
your pet lies down, grasp the loose
skin around its neck until it is sitting

up. This won't hurt your dog. If the
animal tries to get up when you
remove your hand, push it down
again and repeat the command .
Reward your pet with praise when
the order is followed promptly .

1 . These directions show how to teach a dog to
(A) stand
(C) beg

(B) shake hands
(D) sit

2. Grasp the skin around its neck(A) to pull it up

(B) until it barks

(C) to hold it down

(D) as a reward

3 . Remember to(A) change the command

(B) give the same command

(C) hold the leash tightly

(D) stand behind your pet

4. When your pet sits, it is important to(A) say nothing
(C) try another trick

(B) praise the animal
(D) show off your dog

DIRECTIONS : Here is how to find someone's pulse rate (the number of
heartbeats) per minute. The patient's arm should be resting in a comfortable
position. Put the tips of your first three fingers (not your thumb) on the inside
of the wrist just below the patient's thumb . Locate the pulse. When you can
plainly feel it, look at the second hand of your watch. Count the beats for thirty
seconds and multiply by two . This will give you the pulse rate per minute.

1 . These directions show you how to
(A) give first aid
(C) take a person's pulse
2 . You will need a watch with-

(B) tell time
(D) take a person's temperature

(A) large numbers

(B) an hour hand

(C) a secondhand

(D) a leather band

3 . You should count the beats for(A) one minute
(C) thirty seconds

4. You must use your(A) thumb

(C) first two fingers

(B) two minutes
(D) one hour
(B) first three fingers
(D) whole hand

DIRECTIONi . Once your dog
knows how to "sit up" and "speak," it
is ready to learn how to beg . To do
this trick, first get your pet in a sitting
position . As you say the word beg,
raise the animal by its front legs.
Make sure the chin is held high. Hold
a treat a few inches above its head .
When your pet barks, give it both a
treat and praise. Keep repeating this
trick until your dog sits up without
any assistance and barks immediately
at the command to beg.

1 . These directions show how to train a dog to
(B) fetch
(A) shake hands
(D) beg
(C) rollover
2. The dog must (A) say, "Thank you"
(C) hold its chin up

(B) jump all over you
(D) wag its tail

3 . The dog is rewarded with(A) a treat only
(C) a pat

(B) praise only
(D) a treat and praise

4. When you say, "Beg," your dog must(B) be silent
(A) sit up and bark
(D) wag its tail
(C) move slowly

DIRECTIONS : If a blister appears on your skin, wash the area with soap and
water. Dry ~t carefully. Then cover it with an adhesive bandage . If the blister
looks as if it might break, it should be punctured and drained. If a doctor is not
available to do this, it should be done by an adult. The procedure is as follows .

Use a needle that has been sterilized. Push the needle through the skin at the
side of the blister. Then insert it up higher into the blister. Gently press out the
liquid. Then cover the blister with a clean new bandage .

1 . From this article you will learn how to(A) bandage a wound

(B) sterilize a needle

(C) care for a blister

(D) treat an open wound

2 . Right after the blister is punctured,(A) cover it with a bandage

(B) let it dry

(C) remove the liquid

(D) wash it

3 . If it looks as if the blister will break,(A) lift it off

(B) rub it

(C) puncture it

(D) put medicine on it

4 . Before the liquid is pressed out,(A) stroke the blister
(C) cover it with a clean bandage

(B) insert the needle into the side
(D) dry the area

DIRECTIONS : If there's a fishhook
embedded in your skin, get a doctor.

If it -is in the finger or arm (don't
touch it if it's in the face) and no
doctor is available, take these steps .
Push the hook until the barbed end
comes all the way through the skirl.

Don't pull it back out, or the flesh
will tear. Cut off the barbed end with
clippers or pliers . Then pull out the
hook. Wash the area with soap and
water. Cover with a bandage . See a
doctor as soon as you can .

1 . These directions show you how to(A) bait a hook

(B) fish

(C) remove a fishhook

(D) get hooked

2. The barbed end of the fishhook should be
(A) pushed through the skin

(B) pushed halfway through the
skin

(C) pushed out the gill

(D) washed carefully

3 . Don't pull the hook out until the(A) barbed end is cut

(B) barb gets deeper

(C) skin is washed

(D) barb gets rusty

4 . If the hook is stuck in your face,(A) keep pulling

(B) try another sport

(C) twist it

(D) don't touch it

DIRECTIONS : Here is a good way
to arrange the clothes in your closet .
Put the clothes that you don't wear
often in a part of the closet that is
hard to reach. Put the clothes that
you use every day in an easy-toreach part of the closet . Put hats in
boxes on shelves . Put shoes on racks
or in shoe bags that can be hung on
the inside of the closet door. Be sure
to remove any clothes that you never
use.

1 . From these directions you learn how to(A) keep your clothes clean
(B) dress properly
(C) organize your clothes closet
(D) remove all furnishings
2. The clothes you wear frequently go(A) in an easy-to-reach spot
(B) outside the closet door
(C) in boxes on shelves
(D) on the floor
3 . The inside of the closet door is a good place for(A) shoe bags
(B) hat boxes
(C) clothes chutes
(D) heavy baggage
4. It is important to remove clothes that are never(A) borrowed
(B) wrinkled
(C) taxed
(D) w&rn

DIRECTIONS : Get the person to
blink his or her eyes. The tears may
help wash the cinder from the eye . If
the cinder is under the upper eyelid,
pull the upper lid down and out. The
edge of the lower lid may brush away
the cinder. If the cinder is under the
lower lid, pull the lower lid down
gently and remove the cinder with the
end of a clean, damp handkerchief. If
you aren't successful or if the cinder
isn't on the white part of the eye, see
a doctor immediately.

1 . These directions tell you how to(A) care for the sick
(C) get something out of the eye

(B) bathe the eye
(D) see better

2. Remove the cinder with(A) your thumb
(C) a handkerchief

(B) a dirty cloth
(D) a cotton ball

3 . To get a cinder from under the upper eyelid,(A) pull the upper lid up
(B) blink a few times
(C) rub the lid as hard as you can (D) pull the upper lid down and out
4. If you aren't successful,
(A) never stop trying
(C) tell the patient to use
the other eye

(B) let all your friends try
(D) see a doctor

DIRECTIONS: Make sure the victim's head is much lower than the upper
body. If there is a third person present, one should call a doctor immediately .
Give the victim several sharp blows between the shoulder blades. Use your
index finger to clear the throat. Pull the tongue forward . If you can't remove the
obstruction in about a minute, begin mouth-to-mouth breathing. You must get
air into the lungs until you can get the services of a doctor.

1 . These directions show you how to help a person who is
(A) poisoned
(B) burned
(C) choking
(D) fainting
2 . If you can't remove the obstruction, immediately start(A) to read a first aid book
(B) to ask for help
(C) mouth-to-mouth breathing
(D) to walk to the hospital
3. Be sure to give the victim sharp blows(A) between the shoulders
(B) on the ankles
(C) on the knees
(D) on the foot
4. It is important that the victim's head be
(A) held high
(B) thrown back
(C) lower than the upper body
(D) turned sideways

DIRECTIONS : Ask a volunteer to
think of a number and then to
whisper it to each member of the
group . Tell the volunteer not to let
you hear it. Then ask the person to
multiply that number by 5 and add 2.
Multiply the total by 4. Then add 3 .
Next, multiply by 5. Finally, ask the
volunteer to add 7 and give you the
result. Ignore the two figures on the
right and you have the answer. The
remaining number is the one the
volunteer was thinking of.

1 . If you follow these directions, you will(A) become better at arithmetic

(B) be able to guess numbers

(C) be able to read minds

(D) become an entertainer

2 . First, the volunteer must(A) multiply by 5

(B) add 2

(C) whisper to others

(D) think of a number

3 . To do this trick correctly, you must be able to(A) write on a chalkboard

(B) write with chalk

(C) do math problems quickly

(D) use an adding machine

4 . At first, the number is known only by the
(A) person performing the trick
(C) volunteer

(B) members of the group
(D) teacher

DIRECTIONS : When you carry a
large object up or down the stairs,
make sure that your vision isn't
blocked . Vision helps you maintain
balance . There's no rush either. You
should keep one hand free to grasp
the railing should you start to
stumble . If the object can't be carried
with only one arm, get help . If help
isn't available, put the package on
the steps, and move it up or down
one step at a time. If the load can be
divided, make two or three trips .

1 . These directions show you how to
(A) carry objects that are small
(C) carry objects up and
down stairs
2. Don't forget to keep(A) both hands on the rail
(C) one hand free

(B) strengthen your muscles
(D) become a weight lifter

(B) both hands on the object
(D) both hands free

3. Remember to
(A) accept no help
(C) rush

(B) carry as much as possible
(D) divide the load, if possible

4. There's nothing wrong with(A) moving it up or down one
step at a time
(C) taking two steps at a time

(B) closing your eyes
(D) throwing the package down
to a friend below

DIRECTIONS : Look in the direction
you want the horse to go, not at
yourself or the horse . Keep holding
the reins in both hands, and keep both
hands close together. To turn to the
right, pull the right hand slightly back
toward your body. This puts a gentle,
steady pressure on the right side of
the horse's

mouth, which will

encourage it to move to the right .
Press your left leg lightly against the
horse's side. At the same time, press
the left rein against the horse's neck.

1 . These directions show you how to make a horse(A) gallop

(B) halt

(C) back up

(D) turn

2. Your hands should be(A) on the saddle

(B) far apart

(C) close together

(D) around the horse's neck

3 . The reins must be(A) held in both hands

(B) yanked hard

(C) held in one hand

(D) dropped

4. You must remember to look(A) at the reins

(B) in the direction you want to go

(C) at the horse

(D) at yourself

DIRECTIONS : Place the fish on a cutting board. Cut down just behind the gills
until the knife strikes the backbone . Then twist the knife and cut along the
backbone to the tail. Cut through the ribs and lift off the side of the fish in one
piece. Turn the fish over and repeat this same procedure . Next, place each piece
flesh-side down. Insert the knife between the skin and flesh, starting at the tail.
Use a sawing motion to remove the skin. Then cut the rib bones free and
discard them.

1 . From these directions you should be able to(B) catch a fish
(A), remove a fish's bones
(D) cook a fish
(C) hold a fish fry
2. Just before you twist the knife,(A) cut down behind the gills
(C) cut along the backbone

(B), cut down to the tail
(D) lay the fish on the board

3 . After you lift off the first side of the fish,(B) skin the fish
(A) turn the fish over
(D) clean the fish
(C) cut the ribs
4. Just before you cut the rib bones free,(B) skin the fish
(A) lift off the backbone
(D) cut behind the gills
(C) place the flesh side
of the fish down

DIRECTIONS: You can remove a splinter if it is near the surface of the skin.
See a doctor if it is deeply imbedded or very large. First, sterilize a needle and
tweezers . Hold them in a flame for a few seconds . When the needle is cool, ,
press it against the skin near the point of the splinter. Push the splinter toward
the place where it entered. Use the tweezers to grasp the loosened end . Use soap
and water to wash the area. Cover with a bandage .

1 . These directions tell you how to(A) treat a burn
(C) treat a cut

(B) remove a splinter
(D) stop a nosebleed

2 . Push the splinter(A) right along

(B) in deeper

3 . If the splinter is deeply imbedded,(A) remove it yourself

(B) ignore it

(C) in the direction it is heading

(C) call a doctor
4. To sterilize the needle and tweezers,(A) hold them in a flame
(C) rub them with a cloth

(D) in the direction it entered

(D) cover it with a bandage
(B) wash them
(D) put them in water

DIRECTIONS : Since you're sure to have some spills, it is important that you
learn how to fall. Always try to fall in a sitting position. This is the most
important thing to remember because then there is less chance of a serious
injury . If you bend your knees, you'll be closer to the ice when you hit and the
jolt will be less . Don't use your hands to break your fall. Not only are you
likely to wind up with .broken fingers or a broken arm, but you won't end up in
'
a sitting position.

1 . This article was written to show you how to(B) fall properly
(A) maintain balance
(C) prevent falling
(D) skate in a circle
2. Remember(A) to grab a friend
(C) not to use your hands

(B) to use your hands
(D) yell for help

3 . Always try to fall(A) headfirst
(C) in a sitting position

(B) on your arms
(D) on your side

4. By bending your knees, you'll have(A) no broken fingers
(B) more fun
(C) less of a jolt
(D) a harder fall

DIRECTIONS : You can prevent insects from biting you. Before an outing,
swim in a pool that has been chlorine-treated, or add a capful of chlorine bleach
to your bath . Insects do not like the smell of chlorine or commercial insect
repellents . They do like the way perfumed soaps and shampoos smell. The odor
of perspiration also appeals to them. So keep your skin free of fragrances and as
dry as possible . Don't eat peanuts or bananas before an outing . They both
contain a substance (serotonin) that attracts mosquitoes . Keeping your skin
covered as much as possible is one of the best ways of making sure you won't
be bitten.

1 . These directions tell you how to(A) use chlorine
(C) eat before an outing

-

(B) prevent insect bites
(D) buy insect repellents

2. The smells of soaps, shampoos, and body sweat(B) scare away bugs
(A) stun bees
(D) attract insects
(C) kill mosquitoes
3. Peanuts and bananas contain(A) serotonin
(C) plasma

(B) carotin
(D) turpentine

4. One of the best ways to keep bugs from biting is to(A) sit in the sun
(B) carry an umbrella
(C) use perfumed soap
(D) cover your skin

DIRECTIONS : Make sure everyone is accounted for. Leave a place for
everyone to hold onto the boat. If life preservers are on board, grab them and
put them on. If any lines are within reach, fasten everyone to the boat . Signal
with whatever you have-a flag, shirt, bell, or horn . Stay calm . The most
important thing to remember when your boat has overturned is to stay with the
boat. Don't try to swim to shore . It may be farther away than it looks.

1 . These directions tell you what to do when(A) out rowing

(B) out swimming

(C) your boat has overturned

(D) the motor stops

2. The most important thing to remember is tQ#(A) row as fast as you can
(B) swim to shore
(C) practice swimming

(D) stay with the boat

3 . The shore is always(A) close
(C) many miles away
4. The very first thing to do is(A) swim as fast as you can
(C) account for everybody

(B) the same distance away
(D) farther away than it looks
(B) bail the boat out
(D) start paddling

